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 Hi, to be honest, I haven't tried it myself but I believe that the PSP version of Red Dead Redemption is backwards compatible with the PS3 version, so I'm sure you can still play it. Are you on PC or PS3? Re: Does anyone know the password for downloading the Red Dead Redemption 2 PSP game? Oooooo, is there a way that I can use my PC instead of my PS3? I have downloaded the red dead
redemption 2 on cpygames site but the crack folder needs a password. Has anyone downloaded the same 112gb file. For some reason I was thinking about the 30 days trial the money back guarantee on Nintendo games. If you have a 30 days trial, it's a free game, right? So it would be totally justified. Besides it isn't like the PS3 version is constantly bugging you to buy it, it's a really nice little game that
you can use and just put away for a while. I'm sure there's a PSN account for RDR2 that gives you a normal account for it, so you're not exposed to all of the 'additional game experiences' that are listed for the official Red Dead Redemption 2 games. I remember downloading that game on pc. It was crazy how much more "free" it was than ps3 version. I had to get a xbox and it would take all day to get

it. This would also require me to have the ppc version and it was way way better than ps3 version. You can use just the PSN account that you used for the first RDR game. I have played it on my ps3 using a PSN account that I used for the first Red Dead game. It's worked for me for both the ps3 and Xbox versions. I 82157476af
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